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Zipper extends beyond the Lining

10½" x 7½"

Zipper extends beyond the Lining

Lil' Monster Pencil Case

Face Bottom & Lining:
(A) Open the Zipper. Center and layer the Zipper, right side
up, on the right side of the Lining. Align the Lining
with the Zipper edge and baste stitch in place.

Lining
right side
11" x 11"

top
Zipper right side

Lining edge

bottom

open Zipper

stitch to hold in place

design by Holly Hickman
Supplies
Face: 1-11" x 4½" rectangle
Face Bottom: 1-11" x 11" square
Lining: 1-11" x 4½" rectangle, 1-11" x 11" square
Hair: 2-11" x 2½" rectangles
Eyes: scraps of Black and White
1–14" Zipper (Tip: use a Zipper with large teeth)
Fusible Interfacing

1

Face: Trace the Eyes and Eyeballs on the fusible
interfacing. Press on the wrong sides of the fabric and cut
out the shapes. Press the shapes to the Face, use a zigzag
stitch to stitch in place.

(B) Layer the Face Bottom, right sides together, on the
Zipper and Lining. Stitch. (A Zipper foot makes stitching
easier.)

Face Bottom
wrong side
11" x 11"

sew

Face - 11" x 4½"

(C) Open the Face Bottom, wrong sides together, with the
Lining. Topstitch.

2

Hair: Cut a 2½" x 11" rectangle of fusible interfacing. Fuse
to the wrong side of one the 2½" x 11" Hair rectangles.
Fuse the Hair/interfacing rectangle to the wrong side of
the remaining Hair rectangle. (You now have a Hair/
interfacing/Hair "sandwich"). Cut out the Hair using the
template. Topstitch the Hair using a contrasting thread.

topstitch

face bottom
right side

Face & Lining:
(A) Repeat the same steps using the Face & Lining on the
other side of the Zipper. Center and layer the Zipper,
right side up, on the right side of the Lining. Align the
Lining with the Zipper edge and baste in place.
Lining edge

5

Center the Hair on the top of the Face as shown.
Sew the Hair, Face and Lining together. Sew the Face
Bottom & Lining together.
sew

stitch to hold in place

face
lining
right side
11" x 4½"

sew

(B) Layer the Face, right sides together, on the Zipper and
Lining. Stitch. (A Zipper foot makes stitching easier.)
sew

6

Flip the Face Bottom up so it is right sides together with
the Face, align the edges.
top edge

face
wrong side
11" x 4½"

(C) Open the Face, wrong sides together, with the Lining.
Topstitch.
align this edge to the top edge

Sew on three sides. (Not on the fold). Turn the case right
sides out through the Zipper. (The top of the case is about
4" tall, the bottom about 3" tall.)
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right side

fold
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sew

trim

7

sew

topstitch

trim

4

Eyes
Actual size.
Are reversed.
This is the actual spacing of
the Eyes on the Face.

Hair
Actual size.
Does not need to be reversed.
seam allowance

Lil' Monster Pencil Case
10½" x 7½"

